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Abstract

Recently, there has been a significant amount of research
on Multi-Camera People Tracking (MCPT). MCPT presents
more challenges compared to Multi-Object Single Camera
Tracking, leading many existing studies to address them
using offline methods. However, offline methods can only
analyze pre-recorded videos, which presents less practical
application in real industries compared to online methods.
Therefore, we aimed to focus on resolving major problems
that arise when using the online approach. Specifically,
to address problems that could critically affect the per-
formance of the online MCPT, such as storing inaccurate
or low-quality appearance features and situations where a
person is assigned multiple IDs, we proposed a Cluster Self-
Refinement module. We achieved a third-place at the 2024
AI City Challenge Track 1 with a HOTA score of 60.9261%,
and our code is available at https://github.com/
nota-github/AIC2024_Track1_Nota.

1. Introduction
Multi-camera people tracking (MCPT) is an essential sys-
tem for understanding and analyzing the pathways and be-
haviors of people. Recently, there has been extensive re-
search into utilizing these systems as advanced surveil-
lance systems, due to the advancements in deep learning-
based models. MCPT is a system that detects and tracks
people across multiple cameras. The process of MCPT
typically proceeds in the following manner: 1) As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, the locations of people are detected by in-
putting footage from multiple cameras into a people detec-
tion model. These locations are indicated using bounding
boxes and coordinates. 2) Detected people are assigned a
local ID through a single camera tracking algorithm, and
the appearance feature and location information for each ID
is stored. 3) Information from each instance of single cam-
era tracking is matched to assign a global ID. The majority
of MCPT systems follow this process.

MCPT can be categorized into online MCPT and offline
MCPT, depending on the timing of the video frames used

Figure 1. This is an example of Multi-Camera People Tracking. It
involves tracking people across various cameras by mapping them
to the same identities. The image in the center depicts a 2D map of
the location, showing the estimated positions of people as captured
by the cameras. The numbers provided represent their global IDs.

for analysis. Online MCPT utilizes only past frames to
predict tracking in the current frame. Therefore, it can be
applied to all video sources, including real-time streaming
and pre-recorded CCTV footage. On the other hand, of-
fline MCPT uses not only past frames but also future frames
to predict tracking in the current frame. Consequently, un-
like online MCPT, it cannot be used with video sources like
streaming, where future frames are unknown; however, by
using future frames, it can improve tracking accuracy. We
participated in the 2023 AI City Challenge Track 1 [16] and
published a paper [11]. Among the seven papers presented,
the top five utilized offline MCPT [7, 13, 17, 19, 25], while
only the bottom two [8, 11], including our paper, used on-
line MCPT. Nevertheless, online MCPT, with its broader
applicability, is more advantageous for actual industrial use.

In this paper, we propose an online MCPT methodology
for the 2024 AI City Challenge Track 1 [24]. This track,
held for the second time last year, aims to develop MCPT in
indoor spaces such as warehouses and hospitals. Unlike last
year, this year’s challenge will exclusively use an expanded
synthetic data set to track people across multiple cameras.
For this track, we utilized our MCPT system presented last
year as a baseline. However, this system had several areas
for improvement, highlighting persistent issues inherent to
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Figure 2. Overview of our system’s architecture.

online MCPT.
Online MCPT, unlike offline MCPT, must predict the

tracking results of the current frame solely based on ac-
cumulated information from past frames. Therefore, if in-
correct information is stored or tracking is done wrongly at
any point, this misinformation can accumulate, leading to
repeated errors in the results. First, if inaccurate or low-
quality appearance features are stored, it confuses predict-
ing the results of subsequent frames and makes accurate
tracking difficult. The second issue arises when more than
one global ID is assigned to the same person. In situations
where a new person enters a given location or an existing
person disappears, a new global ID can be assigned to the
same person. Traditional online MCPT systems cannot ad-
dress these issues, leading to the continuous assignment of
different global IDs and, consequently, inaccurate tracking.

In this study, to overcome these limitations of pre-
vious MCPT implementations, we propose Cluster Self-
Refinement (CSR), a method that periodically cleanses and
corrects the stored appearance information and assigned
Global IDs. Moreover, we have enhanced the utilization
of the pose estimation model to enable more accurate loca-
tion estimation and the storage of a wider variety of higher-
quality appearance information. Our experimental results
show that we achieved significant performance improve-
ments through CSR and further enhancements via pose esti-
mation usage, achieving a HOTA score of 60.9261% on the
official test dataset, which allowed us to secure third place
in the 2024 AI City Challenge Track 1.

2. Related work
Multi-camera multi-object tracking (MCMT) has been re-
searched across various domains in recent years, includ-

ing vehicle tracking [26] and people tracking [7, 8, 11,
13, 17, 19, 25]. Regardless of the domain, most MCMT
systems consist of processes for object detection, single-
camera tracking, and inter-camera association.

2.1. Object Detection

The performance of the object detection model is crucial
in MCMT. This is because accurate bounding box predic-
tions are essential for extracting precise appearance and lo-
cation information. Various models have been researched
to enable real-time usage, including those based on the
You Only Look Once (YOLO)[10, 12, 22] methodology,
two-stage models based on the Region Proposal Network
(RPN) such as the R-CNN family[4–6, 18], and more re-
cently, models based on the Transformer block, represent-
ing the state-of-the-art, such as Detection with Transformer
(DETR)[3, 26, 28].

2.2. Multi-Object Single Camera Tracking

Single-camera tracking is a system that utilizes detection
results to assign IDs to bounding boxes, thereby identi-
fying trajectories. Research in this area continues to be
actively conducted, with recent developments focusing on
methods to prevent ID-switches, particularly those based on
the Re-ID model proposed in DeepSort[21]. Models such
as ByteTrack[27], OC-Sort[2], and BoT-Sort[1] have been
introduced, building on this foundation.

2.3. Multi Camera People Tracking

Multi-camera people tracking (MCPT) is a task within
MCMT focused on the people domain. This task is pre-
sented in the 2024 AI City Challenge Track 1 [24] , in
which we participated this year, continuing the same task
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from last year. In the previous competition, a total of 7
papers were published, with the top 5 teams using offline
MCPT [7, 13, 17, 19, 25] and the bottom 2 teams using on-
line MCPT [8, 11]. This indicates that the ability to utilize
future frame predictions in offline MCPT significantly im-
pacts performance enhancement. Notably, last year’s win-
ning paper leveraged offline advantages by storing the most
relevant appearance information from the entire time frame
for ID assignment and correcting any incorrectly assigned
IDs by reviewing the entire trajectory. However, such of-
fline MCPT systems have the limitation of being inapplica-
ble in streaming contexts, posing challenges for real-world
industrial applications.

Therefore, we focused on overcoming the limitations of
online MCPT, which include the inability to select and store
good appearance information and refine trajectories, un-
like offline MCPT. To address these issues, we propose en-
hanced methods of utilizing pose estimation and introduce
Cluster Self-Refinement.

3. Methods

In this section, we will describe our proposed methods. We
are building on the online MCPT system that we proposed
last year and focusing on addressing the limitations of exist-
ing online MCPT systems. In Sec. 3.1, we will summarize
the method we used as a baseline, which was proposed last
year, in Sec. 3.2, we will explain the enhanced method of
utilizing pose estimation, and in Sec. 3.3, we will describe
Cluster Self-Refinement (CSR).

3.1. Baseline Summary

Last year, we participated in a challenge where we proposed
an online Multi-Camera People Tracking (MCPT) system
[11]. The system, shown in Fig. 2, had three main stages:
people detection, single-camera people tracking (SCPT),
and inter-camera association (ICA). At every time, the pro-
cess goes through the above stages sequentially, and the
synchronization across all cameras must be aligned.

At a specific time t from n cameras, we input each
frame into a people detection model to detect individuals in
each camera’s view. Subsequently, the detection results are
sent to SCPT to proceed with tracking within each camera.
Tracking is conducted by comparing the bounding boxes
obtained from a detection model and appearance features
vectorized through a re-identification model with the infor-
mation of previously tracked subjects. It assigns local IDs
to results that share similar locations and appearances. Fi-
nally, the tracking results from each camera are combined,
and in the ICA phase, global IDs are assigned to each track-
ing result. A global ID is assigned to individuals appearing
across all cameras, with the same person having the same
global ID.

ICA is divided into two stages: Clustering and cluster
tracking. The Clustering stage involves calculating the dis-
tance between each tracklet based on the appearance fea-
tures and detection results received from SCPT, and then
creating clusters using the Hungarian algorithm. Here, the
distance is the sum of the Euclidean distance and the appear-
ance distance. The Euclidean distance is calculated after
mapping the location from a single camera onto a virtual 2D
map using a homography matrix, while the appearance dis-
tance is calculated through the cosine distance between ap-
pearance features. Then, during the Cluster tracking stage,
the process involves matching based on the distances be-
tween clusters that are already being tracked and those that
have been newly created. The distance between two clusters
is determined by calculating the average mapping location
of tracklets within the cluster and the average distance of
appearance features. This process is conducted online for
every frame.

Our MCPT proposed last year made an important contri-
bution by using a pose estimation model to solve the occlu-
sion problem. Occlusion can make it difficult to accurately
estimate a person’s exact position on a 2D map because it
can hide parts of the body, including the feet. To address
this issue, we used the pose estimation model to calculate
the ratio between the coordinates of body parts and the feet
in the training data. When the feet were not visible, we used
this ratio to estimate their coordinates. Another issue was
storing appearance features when occlusion occurred. To
resolve this problem, we only stored appearance features
when the confidence scores of the keypoints produced by
the pose estimation model were all above a certain thresh-
old value. This ensured that only the appearance feature
where the entire body was visible was stored.

The online MCPT proposed in this paper, like last year,
uses YOLOv8 [10] (detector), BoT-Sort [1] (tracker), and
ResNet50-IBN [23] (ReID), with the pose estimation model
switched from HRNet [20] to RTMPose [9] for faster infer-
ence speed. The specific application methods will be dis-
cussed in the experiment detail section Sec. 4.1.

3.2. Enhanced Utilizing Pose Estimation

3.2.1 Angle Aware Position Estimation

When parts of the human body are obscured, the previous
method [11] estimated the coordinates of the feet using pre-
determined ratios, as mentioned in section Sec. 3.1. How-
ever, as shown in the Fig. 3, the proportions of the human
body can vary depending on the camera angle. In such
cases, estimating the position of the feet in each angle using
a fixed ratio can result in some discrepancies from the actual
location. We attempted to solve this issue by adjusting the
interpolation ratio to suit the camera angle. The interpola-
tion ratio for each camera is updated for every frame using
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Figure 3. Example image illustrating the differences in body pro-
portions according to camera angle.

the exponential moving average (EMA) method as follows:

rti = αrt−1
i + (1− α)cti

cti represents the average interpolation ratio calculated using
the keypoints of people captured by the i−th camera at time
t, and for accurate calculation, only keypoints with a con-
fidence score above 0.5 are considered. rti is the smoothed
interpolation ratio for the i− th camera at time t, calculated
using the EMA method, and is used for estimating the feet
coordinates of people with partially obscured bodies at that
time. α is set as the momentum term at 0.9, and for all i, r0i
is set as the average interpolation ratio calculated based on
the training and validation sets.

3.2.2 Appearance Feature Filtering

In the Inter-Camera Association (ICA) phase of previous
methods, cluster tracking of the current frame was carried
out using appearance features (up to 10) stored in the clus-
ter tracklet previously. Thus, which appearance features are
stored at this time significantly affects the subsequent per-
formance of MCPT.

As illustrated in the Fig. 4, if the appearance feature of a
bounding box (bbox) containing multiple people is stored,
the corresponding cluster tracklet might later engage in in-
correct tracking due to ID switching with another person’s
cluster tracklet. To prevent this, we pre-filtered the appear-
ance features to be stored in the tracklet based on the num-
ber of keypoints contained within the bbox. The pose esti-
mation model we utilized predicts 14 keypoints. Therefore,
by not storing the appearance feature of a bounding box if
it contains more than 15 keypoints, we have addressed this
issue.

(a) single person in bounding box (b) two people in bounding box

Figure 4. Example image of Appearance Feature Filtering. The
result from using a pose estimation model shows that (a) has 14
keypoints marked, while (b) has more than 15 keypoints marked.
Therefore, (b) cannot be stored in the tracklet.

(a) w/o Procrustes analysis (b) w Procrustes analysis

Figure 5. Example image showing diverse appearance features
stored using Procrustes analysis.

Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5a, if all appearance features
stored within a cluster tracklet are similar, it may fail to
match when the same person appears later in a different ap-
pearance. Therefore, for more accurate matching, a clus-
ter tracklet needs to contain a variety of appearance fea-
tures. To achieve this, we intend to use Procrustes analy-
sis, a measurement that can indicate the similarity between
poses. Procrustes distance is used to determine the degree
of similarity between two shapes. For instance, given two
matrices (keypoints) A and B, it involves finding a transfor-
mation of A that best matches B, and then determining the
similarity through the difference between the transformed A
and B. The transformation is based on an orthogonal rota-
tion matrix and found using Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). The formulas are as follows:
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Figure 6. Overview of Cluster Self-Refinement. The left side depicts the refinement of appearance features, utilizing agglomerative
clustering to check if different people are stored and, if correct, refine the appearance features in the cluster tracklet. The right side
illustrates overlapped cluster refinement, addressing situations where one person has more than one global ID. The CSR procedure is
carried out at regular intervals, as denoted by the red circle shown above.

1. SVD(BTA) = UΣV T ,

2. R = UV T (from step 1),

3. Dp(A,B) =
√∑

(RA−B)2 (using R from step 2).

where A, B are 2-dimensional matrices representing the
coordinates of keypoints, Dp denotes the Procrustes dis-
tance between the two matrices, and R is the orthogonal
rotation matrix that rotates A to be most similar to B. We
measure the distance between a keypoint we wish to ad-
ditionally store and the already stored keypoints using this
distance function. If the distance to all stored keypoints ex-
ceeds a threshold value, it indicates a different pose and thus
is stored; if the distance to any stored keypoint is less than
the threshold value, it indicates a similar pose is already
stored, and thus it is not stored. By using Procrustes analy-
sis for appearance feature filtering, we can obtain a tracklet
composed of people in various appearances, as shown in the
Fig. 5b.

3.3. Cluster Self-Refinement

In the Online MCPT, the allocation of multiple global IDs to
the same person or storing inaccurate information (such as
appearance features) into a cluster tracklet can significantly
impact the performance of MCPT. Since it can not correct
duplicated (incorrect) global IDs or erroneous information
within tracklets using future scenes like Offline Tracking.

Hence, performing refinements using only the information
gathered thus far can enhance online MCPT. As depicted
in Fig. 6, we have implemented an CSR procedure for the
currently monitored cluster tracklets, periodically executing
two specific steps in sequence.

3.3.1 Appearance Features Refinement

A cluster tracklet should only store the appearance features
of a single person. If the appearance features of several
people be stored within a tracklet, as illustrated in Fig. 6,
there’s a risk of ID Switching occurring with another clus-
ter tracklet, which could compromise the quality of future
tracking. Therefore, we first use agglomerative clustering
with cosine distance as the metric to divide the stored ap-
pearance features in the tracklet into two feature clusters.
Then, by measuring the cosine distance between the two
feature clusters and finding it exceeds a certain threshold,
we infer that the cluster tracklet consists of different peo-
ple, leading to the deletion of appearance features from the
feature cluster stored later. Even if more than three differ-
ent people are present in the cluster tracklet, using agglom-
erative clustering reduces the likelihood, as shown in the
Fig. 6, of a single person being split into both feature clus-
ters. After deleting one feature cluster, even if two people
remain in the remaining cluster, the periodic execution of
CSR ensures that eventually, only the appearance features
of a single person remain in a cluster tracklet.
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(a) Train set (b) Test set(under 80) (c) Test set (above 81)

Figure 7. This compares the camera views of the train data and the test data. It can be observed that different views appear for scene
numbers above 81.

3.3.2 Overlapped Cluster Refinement

In this phase, we verify whether the person corresponding
to the newly added cluster tracklet is the same as the one
being tracked in an existing tracklet. In other words, we
review whether multiple cluster tracklets are tracking the
same person and then proceed with a refinement process,
where we retain the original tracklet and delete the rest. We
aimed to address two scenarios that result in the creation of
overlapped cluster tracklets: cases where the person in the
newly added cluster tracklet is already being tracked and
cases where the person was being tracked but then lost. We
will explain how we handled these two scenarios in turn. A
lost cluster tracklet refers to a tracklet that was being tracked
but then disappeared, and it has been stored for reference.

Firstly, we take a pair of currently tracked cluster track-
lets and conduct a comparison. We measure the average
cosine distance between the appearance features stored in
each tracklet and the Euclidean distance between the 2D
coordinates of the two tracklets. If both distances are be-
low a certain threshold, we consider the two tracklets to be
tracking the same person and delete one cluster as shown
person (a) in the Fig. 6. In this case, we delete the cluster
tracklet with the larger global ID, meaning the one that was
added later. This process is repeated for all pairs of cluster
tracklets.

Secondly, after the above process is completed, we take
one tracked cluster tracklet and one lost cluster tracklet and
compare them. Here, unlike the first method, we only mea-
sure the average cosine distance between the appearance
features stored within each tracklet. This is because the 2D
coordinates of the lost cluster tracklet are values stored in
the past and therefore do not match the current timeline.
Thus, if the measured cosine distance is below a certain
threshold, we consider the two tracklets to belong to the
same person’s cluster tracklet. At this point, we also delete
the later-added tracked cluster tracklet and update its loca-
tion information in the lost cluster tracklet, restarting the
tracking process as shown person (c) in the Fig. 6.

# Scenes # Cameras # People Frames

Train 40 360 1,045 23,994
Val 20 174 601 23,994
Test 30 418 - 23,994

Table 1. The statistics of the datasets for Challenge Track 1

4. Experiment

4.1. Experiment Details

We conducted experiments using only the dataset from
Challenge Track 1 [24]. Unlike last year [16], where real
data was included in the test set, this year’s training, vali-
dation, and test datasets were all composed entirely of syn-
thetic data in multiple indoor settings generated using the
NVIDIA Omniverse Platform. As shown in Tab. 1, it con-
sisted of more cameras and people than last year.

In this MCMT track, team rankings on the leaderboard
are determined by the HOTA score [15], which addresses
limitations of previous metrics like MOTA and IDF1 by in-
tegrating accurate detection, association, and localization
into a unified measure. HOTA is calculated as a combi-
nation of detection accuracy (DetA) and ID association ac-
curacy (AssA). Additionally, in this challenge, global 2D
coordinates on a 2D map were used as the location of the
object, not the coordinates of the bounding box on a cam-
era.

For people detection, single-camera people tracking,
ReID, and pose estimation models, we used Yolov8x [10],
BoT-SORT [1], ResNet50-IBN [23], and RTMPose-m [9],
respectively. Among these, in people detection, as seen
in Fig. 6, some views of the training and test data were
very different, making detection with models fine-tuned on
the training data ineffective. Therefore, for scenes after
scene 81, we used a model pretrained on COCO [14]. Fur-
thermore, RTMPose was pre-trained using the CrowdPose
dataset.
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Method HOTA DetA AssA LocA

Baseline 57.86 67.43 50.16 90.28
+ CSR 60.02 67.58 53.71 90.30
+ CSR + EUP 60.93 68.37 54.96 90.62

Table 2. The results of ablation study on using a CSR and EUP.
CSR and EUP stand for Cluster Self-Refinement and Enhanced
Utilizing Pose estimation respectively.

Rank Team ID Team Name HOTA

1 221 RIIPS 71.94
2 79 SJTU-Lenovo 67.22
3 40 (ours) NetsPresso 60.93
... ... ... ...

Table 3. Public leaderboard for the Challenge Track 1

4.2. Experiment Results

As can be seen in Tab. 2, the application of Cluster Self-
Refinement significantly improved performance from the
baseline. Notably, as intended, the reduction in incorrect ID
matching increased AssA. Furthermore, performance was
also enhanced through the Enhanced Utilizing Pose Esti-
mation.

In Tab. 3, We submitted our proposed system for public
evaluation in the AI City Challenge Track 1 and secured
3rd place out of 17 participating teams with a HOTA score
of 60.93

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a tracking self-diagnosis method
called Cluster Self-Refinement applied to online MCPT.
This method enables the application of the advantage of re-
viewing and modifying the entire tracklet of offline MCPT
to online MCPT, by periodically reviewing and refining the
information of past stored tracklets, enabling more accurate
tracking. Moreover, it has expanded the use of pose estima-
tion beyond the existing baseline models, further improving
tracking accuracy. Our proposed method was ranked third
in the 2024 AI City Challenge Track 1 [24].
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